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Stamats

Comprehensive digital, brand, market research and creative company
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• Data and Research

• Brand Strategy

• Websites

• Brand Creative

• Digital Strategy

• Social Media

• Content Marketing

• Demand Generation

• Audience Management

• Planning and Paid 
Media
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Insights That Fuel Action 

Stamats Market Research
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100+ higher 
education clients

30+ years 
market research

20+ commercial 
building brands

500,000+ completed 
web surveys in the 

last 10 years

Qualitative
In depth interviews, focus groups, online communities, ethnographies, 

journey mapping, usability tests, mystery shopper 

Quantitative
Web surveys, website intercepts, panels, conjoint based 

modeling techniques 

Secondary
Academic demand assessments, labor data analytics, digital analytics, 

client database mining, IPEDS, Census



• The need to communicate to 
consumers is higher than ever 

• Behavioral or attitudinal changes  
occurring—yes, and you’d better be on 
the proactive side of that

• High respondent participation rates

• Huge switch to online approaches

• Consumers want to be heard right now

• Your target market and geographic 
recruitment area differs from national 
surveys 

Audience Listening During a Pandemic? 
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It’s appropriate and even 
expected for brands to 
conduct research now

80-90%

Source: https://www.qualtrics.com/blog/market-research-during-
coronavirus/

play through

https://www.qualtrics.com/blog/market-research-during-coronavirus/


Key Takeaways

• Audience listening tools you can use to listen to audience concerns right now

• Example real-world scenarios for each tool or approach

• Best practices to consider when selecting the right tool

Webinar Objectives
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Audience Listening Process



Audience Listening Process

Insights That Fuel Action
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1

Strategic Brief
✓ goals
✓ topics
✓ audience
✓ outcomes
✓ timeline

2

Audience Def.
✓ demographics
✓ psych
✓ behaviors
✓ values

3

Sample Selection
✓ internal
✓ external
✓ representative
✓ error tolerance

4

Tool Selection
✓ platform
✓ incentives
✓ recordings
✓ transcripts

5

Analysis
✓ segments
✓ synthesis
✓ implications
✓ actionable

6

Sharing Insights
✓ collaborate
✓ brainstorm
✓ buy-in
✓ improvements
✓ activate



Strategic Brief

Insights That Fuel Action
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• Research Statement

• Background information that informs the effort

• Literature review

• Data analytics

• Past research and data 

• Audience description with demos, behaviors, 
geographic location—directs sample selection

• Timing consideration

• Tools, resources needed, stimuli necessary—directs 
tool selection

• Team assignments (point person, team)



Audience Definition

Examples 
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• High school students, who are juniors in high school now, live in California, plan 
to attend college upon graduation

• High school students, who are juniors in high school now, live in California, plan 
to attend a junior college and then transfer to a four-year

• Currently enrolled college students who plan to transfer to another college, live 
in California, are considering one of these five schools

• Adult students (defined by age or other criteria), who plan to attend college 
part-time to complete credits previously earned at our institution

• College students or working adults who plan to earn a master’s degree in 
operations and logistics and live in New York

• Parents of traditional or transfer students who visited the website in the last 
three months



Sample Selection



Sample (Research Participants)

How Do We Find Them?
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• Enrollment/customer/client database

• Social media outreach

• Recruit from an existing effort (i.e., 
event, ongoing study, etc.)

• Informal research—document and 
analysis feedback from communication 
staff or department touchpoints

• Third-party sample providers (panels)

• Email database purchase–BUT BEWARE! 
(SPAM, GDPR, FERPA, California Data 
Privacy Act, consent)



Mobile is Mandatory

Most People can be Reached via a Mobile Device
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• Consider collecting mobile numbers from 
teens so you can text them—they prefer it

• Invitations to participate can be made via text



Social Media Multi-Mode Outreach

Example 
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• The desired target audience was 80% 
Hispanic, first generation, with high 
number of immigrant families

• Social media posts on FB, LI, and Twitter

• To boost the sample, text messages with 
the survey link were sent

• Survey was bilingual; outreach bilingual

• 8 separate audiences; 5,000+ interviews; 
13% response rate—during Arizona 
teacher strike



Many Options for Research Outreach
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Select The Right Tool
The best listening tool for your goal 
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Pick The Right Tool: Use Scenarios

Qualitative Quantitative

• Ad testing
• Bulletin board
• Copy testing
• Journal
• Moderated discussion
• Product testing
• Usability/web design

• Brand perception
• Concept eval & testing
• Customer journey/P2P
• Hybrid
• Non-matric (lost cust.)

• Customer/student satisfaction
• Employee/stakeholder survey
• Market segmentation
• Pricing/sensitivity research
• VOC (campus climate)
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Modern Qualitative

live discussion interactive exercises

• Structured, moderated

• One-on-one interviews

• Small focus group (<6 participants)

• Large town halls with breakout rooms 

• Planning, coordination, and recruitment

• Familiar and intuitive platforms

• Homework exercises

• Interactive markups

• Real-time polling

• Live whiteboarding

• Upload video/audio 
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Web Conferencing Platforms
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Well Designed Incentive Program

• Incentives may boost participation
• Incentives improve show rates to appt.
• Incentives increase attention

• Sweepstakes to enter a drawing
• Summary report after survey completed
• Cash is best
• Pay per completed survey
• Consumer guideline: $20-$30 per 30 

minutes of research activities
• B2B audience: $50 per 30 minutes but 

can be well above that!



Qual Tools We’ve Had Fun With
All mobile friendly and COVID-19 approved
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Interactive Markup Exercise
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Interactive Markup Exercises
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Close- And Open-End Polling

Best at telling story

Most compelling

Least compelling

Polling Question #4

Profile 3 Profile 2 Profile 1
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Good Ol’ Fashioned Whiteboard Exercises

XX
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Hybrid: Add Survey For Deeper Understanding

• Preparation for group

• Review and familiarize with 
materials, pre-group

• Shared initial feedback; ID what 
needs deeper exploration

• Supplement qual analysis with 
combined group quant
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Bulletin Board—Asynchronous

• Many platforms allow you to ask 
participants to upload images or 
videos of themselves in their 
natural surroundings interacting 
with certain stimuli

• These can be powerful

• They’re used to sharing videos 
and pics—something they do 
every day 
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Qual Tips

Pro Tips Advice

Budget: enough time and 
incentive $ for recruiting

− 5 – 10 days for recruiting and scheduling (more for screening & participation rates)
− $25 – $150+ per participant
− Screening should have open-end responses—how will they perform in discussion?

Adapt moderator guide
for online environment

− Don’t be tempted to simply drop your in-person guide into an online group 
− Discussion flow and interactivity is very different
− May need more direct questions—responses may not flow as organically

Find an independent 
discussion moderator!

− Puts participants at ease. More candid and honest feedback
− Participants hold back if moderator is “in-house”
− Moderator sticks to the task; not defensive or “salesy”
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Qual Tips

Pro Tips Advice

Allow “backroom” 
observers?

− Determine if you want your team as observers
− Passive, “hidden behind the glass”
− Restrict video and chat permissions during participant intake (certain platforms)

Show empathy and 
gratitude

− Just as important as the monetary compensation
− Don’t overstay your welcome. No more than 30-60 minutes
− They’re letting you invade their life for an hour

Be open-minded
− Methods inherently welcome critical and creative thinking
− Listen for cues, observe facial expressions, and unconventional opportunities
− Exhibit unconditional positive regard for respondents
− Feigning ignorance can go a long way!



Data Analysis and Reporting



Data Analysis/Report/Share

Use What You Have
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• Excel—might not need Sawtooth, SPSS, R

• Transcriptions and recordings – find quotes, observations 

• Make a video/audio reel, use photos of real people

• Write summary and key takeaways – ANSWER THE RESEARCH QUESTION

• Data visualization – what do you need to tell the story? Could be very simple…

• Persona page

• Journey map

• Maps

• Decision diagram 

• Infographic, one-sheet

• Share Strategy – Workshop? Google docs? Intranet? Presentation? Dashboard?



Heatmapping

Tracking Interaction and Scrolling Behaviors

• Evaluate user interaction with 
page content

• Menus? CTAs? Body links? 
Carousels? Non-linked 
content?

• Determine most common 
interactive areas (hot spots)

• Identify view depth of page 
content (i.e., how far down do 
they scroll?)
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Geographic Map of Prospects

By Frequency of Records
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Journey Map

Qual and Quant Insights Included on Map
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Persona

Might Be a Combination of Insights From Qual and Quant
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Infographic

One Pager, Easy to Digest
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Data Dashboard – Website Analytics Sample

Custom
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Audience Decision Map

Complex or Huge Investments Often Need a Visual Diagram 
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• Digital analytics

• Google analytics report of website

• Social platforms

• Chat functions 

• Social listening – sentiment analysis

• Twitter Tweetdeck – monitor your 
own channel + competitor

• Website heat maps
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Analytics – Behavioral Data



CRM – Internal Data

Mine it!

Public Data (NCES, CENSUS, etc.)

• https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/use-the-
data

• https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/College
Map/

• https://censusreporter.org/profiles
/05000US19113-linn-county-ia/

• https://heri.ucla.edu/cirp-
freshman-survey/

• https://www.pewresearch.org/
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Secondary Sources – Internal, External

https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/use-the-data
https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/CollegeMap/
https://censusreporter.org/profiles/05000US19113-linn-county-ia/
https://heri.ucla.edu/cirp-freshman-survey/
https://www.pewresearch.org/


Project Timeline
Audience Insight: Online Focus Groups and Interviews – 16 persons

Sample: 5 weeks 

Analyze

• Transcriptions
• Pull quotes, 

observations
• Find themes
• Write summary
• Video/audio reel

Conduct

• Set times and dates
• Add back-up dates
• Build in holidays
• Observers notified
• Recording 
• Send incentives

Share

• Working session
• Platform for housing
• Get summary report 

approved for 
respondents

Implement

• Assign next step to 
writer, designer, 
website developer, 
social media staff 
member, etc…

Ju
ly

 1
6

Kickoff

• Problem definition
• Select the approach
• Define team
• Define audience
• Select sample

SEPTEMB
ER

FEBRUARY

AUG 10-21

Recruit

• Screener
• Script
• Incentives approved
• Contact list
• Scheduling
• Set firm dates

JULY 20-31

STRATEGIC 
BRIEF

AUG 24-26

SEPTEMB
ER

AUG 3-7
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Timeline Considerations

Project Duration and Timeline Must Take into Account:
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• Audience timing in the decision process 

• Pre-campaign measurement 

• Product/sample shipping time

• Homework time

• Tech checks for participants using platforms

• Recruitment process (screening, scheduling, method, consent, NDA)

• Dry run group/interview/pre-test survey

• Reporting 



Jack Sandeen
(e) jack.sandeen@stamats.com
(p) 319-861-5056 (CDT)

45Questions?

stamats.com

facebook.com/stamats

instagram.com/stamatsinc

linkedin.com/company/stamats

twitter.com/stamats

Nadine Brock
(e) nadine.brock@stamats.com
(p) 319-861-5077 (CDT)

mailto:jack.sandeen@stamats.com
mailto:nadine.brock@stamats.com


Thank you.

Reach out if you have questions! Happy to advise!


